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An Intermediate Approach to the Use of Technology in Teaching: An Active, 
Case-Based, Web-Based Approach in Teaching Introductory Statistics 
CJ Alverson 
Kennesa\v State University 
In academia, as in other subsets of human activity, 
there has been an ambivalence regarding the use of 
technology. Perhaps technology has had more 
resistance from academia than from other quarters. I 
say this without rancor and without judgment, but 
rather as a measure of personal experience. 
My teaching experience began in the late 80's-when 
the triumvirate of chalk, ink and paper ruled the 
classroom. I prepared materials with ink and paper, 
and taught with chalk. But I had two peculiarities: My 
use of colored chalk (which amused students and 
infuriated custodians); and my use of self-prepared, 
proprietary manuscripts (published via photocopier 
under the dubious title AlverNotes™). 
Beyond the material details of these early days, my 
teaching methodology, like many others, began with 
lecture. In recitation sessions this led to less-lethal 
versions of lectures administered by senior faculty. It 
was also in this setting that the value of case studies 
and active learning/teaching models became apparent. 
But I was still firmly rooted in the lecture tradition-
case studies and active learning were adjuncts to 
lecture. 
My transition to full-time teaching in an (primarily) 
undergraduate, liberal arts environment led to a gradual 
increase in my use of case studies and active learning-
! began to view these elements as the center of my 
teaching, and lecture took a subsidiary role. My 
undergraduate audience simply responded better to 
case studies and active learning than to lecture, and so 
my use of active, case-based learning increased. But 
while my pedagogy evolved away from the lecture 
mode, my technology stayed the same-the old 
triumvirate of chalk, paper and ink. 
My technological conversion came after my return 
to graduate school and a shift to full-time consulting. 
This conversion was pragmatic--working and 
consulting in Statistics was (and is) a computer-driven 
process. When I returned to teaching, I replaced the 
old triumvirate with new technology. This is where 
my teaching is novv. 
My current model is a compromise: it incorporates 
elements from traditional and active-learning 
pedagogies, and employs an intermediate level of 
technology, as well as real-time classroom work. It is 
a real-time course, taught exclusively with web-based 
media (hypermedia). It exclusively employs student 
group based solutions of in-class case studies. The 
basic tenets of my teaching are: (a) active learning can 
match (or beat) lecture; (b) student-driven course 
materials can enhance learning ( c) instructor-driven 
small student groups can enhance learning; ( d) course 
performance is best measured via individual 
assessment. The basic features of my instruction are: 
(a) the course is delivered in real-time, in a classroom; 
(b) course concepts are delivered in discrete groups of 
case studies; ( c) each case study is instructor initiated; 
( d) student groups work through each case study; ( e) 
the instructor debriefs each case study, and a solution 
is posted for each case study; (f) student group work 
drives the class-work, but individual assessment is used 
for performance measures; (g) all course materials are 
supported on a website. In-class work is documented 
on this website in a timely manner. 
What is intermediate about this approach? 
The technology required for this model is minimal-an 
Internet Service Provider, a browser, and an office 
application suite will put you in business, and will not 
require the intensive intervention ofIT professionals. 
This model does not involve remote learning-a 
classroom and real-time instructor-student interaction 
is still employed. While active learning and group-
work is integral to the learning process, the core of 
performance measures remains individual assessment. 
How do I employ this method in my courses? 
I happen to teach Statistics. My approach breaks the 
course down into three parts: probability, design issues 
and descriptive statistics, and statistical inference. 
Clusters of related case studies support each part. 
Probability theory is taught as the underlying the 
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topics in probability, and are ideal for teaching a 
mathematics-phobic, non-calculus student base. In a 
non-mathematically oriented student audience, it helps 
greatly to teach probability from an empirical point of 
view, with emphasis on actual experiments and 
sampling employed rather than solely using 
mathematics. 
The students themselves, during class-time, produce 
the samples that are studied. The theories presented in 
the case studies are directly validated by the students' 
actual samples. The net result is that students view 
probabilistic concepts in a real, empirical way. An 
added benefit to this approach is that the students better 
appreciate the stochastic nature of random samples-
this appreciation is hard to come by unless actual 
sampling processes are employed and examined. 
Case-based learning is especially suited for the 
teaching of Statistics. In the more usual approaches, 
statistics courses present single techniques, 
demonstrate them on a single data set, and then follow-
up is carried out or via assigned problems. But the 
process is simple: Presentation of Technique~ 
Demonstration of Technique ~ Problems Worked or 
Assigned. This process is apt to focus more heavily 
on calculation (as opposed to comprehension, 
presentation, and interpretation). 
It is very easy to adapt this process to case-based 
learning. Each case study carries out, in detail, a 
technique using a data set. In my approach, I put as 
much emphasis on writing and interpretation. 
Calculation, writing, and interpretation are given 
relatively equal status in the execution of the case. For 
my student base, this is appropriate. 
It is easy to customize the content of the course using 
case-based learning. A cluster of related case studies 
supports each key topic. Moreover, the guided 
solutions to the case studies can be structured in a way 
that emphasizes the commonality of the approaches 
used in the solutions. 
Additional Notes about the Model 
It is easy to modify a course that is taught under this 
model. Since the course is based on a collection of 
case study clusters, modifying course content is simply 
a matter of editing, adding or removing case study 
clusters. 
This model also makes it very easy to incorporate a 
variety of sources into the course. In my case, the 
material on design issues is entirely separate from 
material that is usually addressed in a standard statistics 
text. When appropriate, careful linkage of case studies 
to source material is necessary. 
This approach can be employed with a textbook as 
primary source, as a course relying entirely on 
hypermedia, or on a combination of both. 
Some Limitations of this Model 
Many students are not familiar with active learning 
approaches, or with student groups-the early days of a 
course may involve some student discomfort. Regular 
and timely posting of case study summaries will help 
these students cope. Moreover, the lack of grading 
based on group work will also ease students' 
reservations about groups and group work. 
A few students may have issues with the use of the 
technology required for this approach. At a minimum, 
students require access and some acuity with an 
Internet browser, as well as a word processor. Advance 
warning as part of the course documentation should 
head off any problems in this area. 
Some students may rely too heavily on the posted 
case study summaries and other members of their in-
cl ass group. I simply warn my class about the 
importance of active participation and regular 
attendance through course documentation. 
Some Additional Benefits of this Model 
Courses taught under this model are self-documenting-
by supporting the course on the website, a course 
archive is maintained as part of the model. 
This model heavily enables student learning. The 
case-based learning keeps the students engaged during 
class, and the posted summaries and website materials 
allow students to do more learning and less note taking 
during class. Required technical writing styles are 
taught, in context, by example. 
Once a course is fully developed using this model, it 
is much easier to administer from term to term. Routine 
term-to-term updates require minimal effort. 
Moreover, the modular nature of the course materials 
allows significant revision of the course to be achieved 
with minimal effort. 
How this Model May be applied to a Course 
First, determine how far you want to apply the model-
determine the balance of lecture and case-based 
learning to be einployed. 1'Jext, divide and sequence 
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matterial to be case-based into a series of discrete 
concepts. The cases need to be restricted to at most a 
few key concepts. Then leanring can build as students 
work through the cases. 
Once you've detennined the extent and content of 
your cases, you'll need to develop your hypermedia. 
Hypennedia describes the media that is supported on 
the web. You'll want to deveop a page, or have one 
developed for you, that presents your cases and 
supporting material. Perhaps the simplest fonnat for 
such a web page is to simply post a course calendar, 
with each class day linked to your cases, supporting 
materials and solutions. You'll need a hypertext file 
for each item. For an example of such a page, refer to 
If you're using this model in a real-time course, you'll 
have to have access to your page in the classroom, 
and your students must be web active. Whether you 
present these requirements up front, or ease your 
students into them is a matter of taste. I recommend 
that these items be dealt with up front, as the course 
begins. If time permits, spend half a class session 
walking your students through your page. As a group, 
however, students are usually reasonably familiar with 
web usage, though perhaps not in an academic setting. 
At a minimum, your page will contain the case 
studies, the materials required to support them, and 
solutions as work progresses. More elaborate pages 
could contain syllabi, policies, supporting references, 
synopses of lectures, sample tests, study guides, and 
the like. Whatever the content and scope of your page, 
a basic requirement is that you keep the files updated 
and current. 
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Learning Prototypes vs Teaching Methodologies in Technology-Based 
Courses 
Sylvia Ann Bembry 
Winston-Salem State University 
Students today are members of the MTV generation. 
They are visual learners. When professors consider 
that students are not all auditory learners they also 
readily understand that a change has to come in the 
way they teach. In response to this issue, some changes 
were implemented in courses in business and education 
at the authors' universities. The results ofresearch on 
these changes indicated that using non-traditional ways 
of reaching students were as inviting as television and 
other forms of media for student learning. Students 
were more attentive and learned as well. 
What we believed about teaching made a difference 
in what was taught. Building skills, promoting 
multicultural awareness, promoting career skills, and 
encouraging academic and professional excellence 
were some educational goals we identified in both 
business and education. In addition, learning 
prototypes selected for use in the study were 
expressions of commitment, compassion, creativity, 
devotion, and enthusiasm. 
We realized that there were numerous ways that 
students learn. Individual differences based on culture, 
gender, and age, to name a few, were considered in 
the selection of primary learning prototypes. Problem 
Solving, demonstrations, drills, questions-and-answer, 
and in-lab problems were some of the principal 
learning prototypes used to enhance teaching 
methodologies in technology-based business and 
education courses. 
Method 
The learning method was a demonstration of how 
courses were conducted with the use of technology. 
Short mini-exercises were used to develop concepts 
covered in business and education classes. Specifically, 
Microcomputer Applications and Educational 
Philosophy were courses where data were collected. 
Class interaction (small group exercises, 
brainstorming, laughter etc.) was required for learning 
the topics presented. A variety of related mini-exercises 
Deborah E. Bembry 
Albany State University 
to learn concepts then apply them in appropriate 
settings. All students, regardless of the section in which 
they were enrolled, completed projects and worked in 
the computer laboratory in an instructional 
environment. 
Full- and part-time students attended all class 
sessions. Regardless of status, the sessions were 
designed to be appropriate for both traditional and non-
traditional students. The sessions were designed for a 
wide range of interest and were applicable to any area 
of study. 
Learning processes involved whole versus part 
learning, rivalry and competition, and skill 
development. The student-centered learning approach 
allowed us to hypothesize that the use of the selected 
learning prototypes would enhance learning in the 
chosen courses. Also, we felt that student involvement 
was paramount in the learning process. Students were 
divided into two different sections of the same course. 
Treatment of the groups differed in that Group II met 
in the regular lecture classroom, while Group I met in 
the computer laboratory and was able to interact with 
us during class. 
We used various multimedia with Group I while in 
the laboratory to explain and demonstrate how to carry 
out various tasks. Different projects were assigned and 
explained. Time was allowed for students to practice 
in class after the professor introduced each concept. 
Topics such as design template, style checker, outline 
view, and clip art were presented to the class. 
Assessment and Findings 
Pretests were administered to all groups at the 
beginning of the semester. Four other tests were given 
throughout the semester and an average was calculated 
for all groups after each test was administered. After 
the first test, Group I consistently scored higher than 
Group II which met in the regular lecture classroom. 
Results 
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in the computer laboratory classes improved student 
performance over the level achieved by those in the 
regular lecture classroom. 
Summary 
The classes focused on ways to learn as oppose to ways 
to teach. The use of technology was used as an aid to 
enhance learning. Though business and education were 
the two disciplines for the study, any academic, 
scientific or artistic discipline may use the described 
prototypes. 
A variety of networked configurations may be used 
in the future. However, for this class, a multimedia 
station was used. Specifically, an IBM compatible 
computer, a projector, and Microsoft PowerPoint 97, 
Word 97, Excel 97, and Access 97 were utilized. Other 
software available for student use in the computer 
laboratory includes RAMAXP, NETSCAPE, and 
Internet that allowed students to explore the world and 
incorporate findings into in-class and out-of-class 
projects. 
Leaming is a continuous process for professors as 
well as students. Therefore, in the coming semesters 
we propose to improve this study by doing further and 
different analyses of the data, and using the learning 
prototypes for the treatment groups only. It is highly 
recommend that professors in disciplines other than 
business and education utilize these learning 
prototypes. 
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Migrating from Traditional Teaching to an On-line Environment is an 
Evolution, not a Change 
Michael H. Deis, Lari Arjomand, and Esfandiar Bakhtiar 
Clayton College and State University 
Due to the constantly evolving world of technology, 
understanding the evolution from traditional teaching 
methods to an online environment has become 
increasingly important for almost everyone in 
academia. Educators need to understand this evolution 
and how it affects curriculum and development. This 
article focuses on the evolution of on-line courses, 
including the challenges of converting traditional 
courses to online courses and the measurement of 
outcomes in such courses. Although course objectives 
rarely change, the constantly evolving world of 
information technology and how it affects curriculum 
content and development is a paradigm that needs to 
be constantly addressed by many disciplines in higher 
education. As in traditional teaching, measurement of 
outcomes is critical to curriculum development in 
online courses. This article examines the relationship 
between the use of technology and content area. 
Specifically, we focus on the analysis and design of 
online courses and examine how technology has 
empowered students and faculty successfully to 
integrate technology and academic outcomes. 
The evolution of online courses has been inevitable. 
In the past, university students were primarily recent 
high school graduates who lived and studied on campus 
full-time. Although this traditional learning 
environment is still found on many campuses, 
especially large state universities, the number of non-
traditional students (those over 25), coupled with the 
logarithmic growth of technology, has resulted in the 
relatively new education medium of what is commonly 
referred to as online education. Today's students are 
older, and many are working and married with child-
care responsibilities (American Council of Higher 
Education, 1993; Gardiner, 1997; Handy, 1998; 
Hansen, 1998; Yang, 1997, 1998). 
To administer to the personal and academic needs 
of today's diversified student body, it became 
imperative that faculty in higher education be 
innovative in their teaching methods. Although some 
universities responded to the changing de1nographics 
by offering evening and weekend classes, additional 
innovations in teaching were necessary to meet the 
needs of older adults and of those working full-time 
(Moore & Diamond, 1995). Further, to meet the needs 
of non-traditional students, some colleges also had to 
find alternative educational methods as means of 
maintaining and increasing enrollment. A new 
revolution has begun which includes distance 
education (Arenson, 1998). Distance education 
specifically refers to instruction conducted at a distance 
by a professor who plans, guides, and evaluates the 
learning process. 
Distance education is nothing new; it is just evolving 
much more quickly now than in the past. It began in 
the middle 1800 's when the technology of that time, 
the postal system, was used to offer correspondence 
courses. Even then, it served a purpose, as it offered 
educational opportunities to the disabled, women who 
were unable to enroll in institutions open only to men, 
people working during the day, and people living in 
remote areas. Next came the radio and television, both 
of which brought new forms of communication and 
fostered educators' involvement in the broadcasting 
of educational programs. It was not until the spread of 
computer-network communications in the late 1980s, 
however, that distance education began to evolve 
quickly (Sloan, 1985). Many colleges now realize that 
they must effectively change their instructional 
methods or become extinct. 
A few universities, such as the Online Campus of 
the New York Institute of Technology and the 
University of Phoenix, now offer complete 
undergraduate degrees in science, business, and 
management. In addition, some colleges and 
universities are now beginning to find their unique 
niche by offering on-line courses (through distance 
education) to both traditional and non-traditional 
students. Clayton College and State University 
(CCSU), a unit of the University System of Georiga, 
is such a university. 
The diverse student body at CCSU is different from 
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the student body of many traditional universities. Only 
11 percent of the students in the School of Business 
are between the ages of 18 and 21, and 41 % are 
married. Approximately 65% are working full-time 
and 29% are employed part-time. Most of the students 
to change jobs following graduation. Since many of 
the non-traditional students are older and have different 
responsibilities than the typical college student (Moore 
& Diamond, 1995), CCSU, in order to increase 
enrollment, has attempted to find ways to reach the 
non-traditional students, instead of using methods that 
appeal only to high-school seniors. 
The Migration from Traditional Courses to On-
line Courses 
Clayton College and State University has effectively 
used advances in technology to change its traditional 
curricula. It began in the spring of 1995 when the 
University decided that distance education would be 
used to facilitate its mission and activities. Courses 
were initially offered, in the fall of 1996, via the 
Georgia Statewide Academic and Medical System 
(GSAMS) network to students located at remote sites 
in Conyers and Fayetteville, Georgia. The GSAMS 
network permitted the university to provide interactive 
distance learning through two-way video, audio, and 
data signals to participating off-campus sites. Prior to 
offering any courses, however, the Distance Learning 
Advisory Group took over a year to develop a Distance 
Learning Responsibility Matrix. This matrix, which 
included both administrative matters and logistics 
coordination, covered 52 different areas of 
responsibility. Equally important, the Distance 
Learning and Advisory Group indicated that the 
following needs were necessary for successful distance 
education: (a) appropriate programming, faculty and 
students; (b) live interaction; (c) motivated 
coordination; ( d) learning support and resources; ( e) 
high quality production values; (f) faculty/staff training 
and support; (g) use of appropriate technology; (h) 
marketing; and (i) administrative support and 
encouragement. 
Using the GSAMS network was just the beginning 
for CCS U. In the fall of 1997, CCSU began an 
innovative Infon11ation Technology Project (ITP) by 
issuing laptop computers to all of its students for their 
use while attending the university. Another concurrent 
program, Universal Personal Information Technology 
Access (UPITA), provided Internet access for each 
student. Although distance education was already 
being used sparingly at the university, the ITP 
implementation and UPITA had a substantial impact 
on hov; courses \Vere taught. Faculty members in the 
business and technology schools have developed 
innovative teaching methods by incorporating 
information technology into an integral part of each 
student's learning experience. When taking online 
courses, the remote access provided to all students 
enables them to use a standard telephone outlet to dial 
into the campus network so that they are able to do 
their course work without actually being on campus. 
All students have access to web pages for each course. 
The university now offers more than 80 innovative, 
technology enriched courses, including 19 within the 
School of Business and five within the School of 
Technology. 
Measurement of Outcomes in Online 
Courses 
CCSU has stated that the outcomes for all online 
courses must equal or exceed the current standards 
for on-campus courses in the applicable school or 
department. The university has established a Pedagogy 
in an On-Line Environment Seminar Planning Group 
that meets on a monthly basis. Clarification of goals, 
learning objectives, and the relationship to the 
university's mission statement for each online course 
are discussed, with an emphasis on pedagogy in a 
technological context rather than on instructional 
technology. The university, realizing some of the 
problems apparent with incorporating interactive 
classroom activities in online courses, also has a Center 
for Instructional Development (CID) and a Faculty 
Instructional Development Lab (FIDL). 
The CID assists faculty in multi-media and web-
based project development, and the FIDL provides 
invaluable assistance through workshops and 
instructional design. As part of the instructional design 
process, FIDL assists the faculty in three areas: 
analysis and design, production and evaluation. In 
addition, CCSU's School of Business is currently 
developing an Instructional Responsibility Study, 
which focuses on defining competencies that each 
student has to develop. Competencies include 
communication, technology, critical thinking, 
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interpersonal interaction, business environment, and 
global issues. Although continuing to evolve, the 
following themes relevant to the technology 
competency are thought to be pivotal to the success of 
on-line courses in the School of Business: (a) minimum 
goals and standards will be detennined for each course; 
(b) interactive communication will be focused upon 
and monitored (WebCT); ( c) the Internet will be used 
for effective information use; (d) courses will 
continually be assessed and evaluated for quality and 
effectiveness; (e) students must be able to use 
technology to make effective presentations; and (f) 
students must be able to use technology in problem 
solving techniques. 
All students at CCSU have access to web pages for 
each course, which include course syllabi, PowerPoint 
presentations, lectures, chat rooms, bulletin boards, and 
discussion zones. Mini courses are also offered to assist 
students' understanding of their computers. Further, 
as part of the evolutionary process, whiteboards and 
bulletin boards are increasingly being used and 
monitored as a means of improving the interactive 
learning process. Whiteboards, which give groups of 
users the opportunity to share a common page in real 
time, have become a valuable tool for online group 
discussions. Bulletin boards provide the opportunity 
to post, read, and search for messages and have evolved 
to where it is now possible to search and review all 
postings. 
Little has been done to determine if online 
technology is "pedagogically more effective than older 
technologies" (Bates, 1994). Although online 
pedagogy and instruction have been defined for online 
courses, some educators feel that online education does 
not offer the value of an on-campus education 
(Mangan, 1999). Others feel that the perceived lack 
of quality in online courses might even effect the 
certification process for universities (McCollum, 
1999). Some question if computer-based instruction 
significantly enhances the learning process (Frost & 
Fukami, 1997). 
Another area of concern in the offering of online 
courses involves the shifting role of professors 
(Nelson, 1999). The concept of earning degrees entirely 
online is still evolving, and many people believe that 
learning on campus is still the best method. According 
to a recent Associated Press article ( 1999), two-thirds 
of the 34,000 professors surveyed in a 1998-99 
academic year study by the University of California 
reported more stress in keeping up with technology 
than with publishing or teaching loads. 
Faculty in the School of Business at CCSU is 
continually measuring the effectiveness of online 
courses. A recent study (Yang & Arjomand, 1999) 
compared students' course performance in similar 
online and on-campus courses. The study concluded 
that there was no significant difference between student 
academic performance in similar online and on-
campus classes. 
Summary and Conclusion 
Measurement of outcomes for online courses is 
currently in the exploratory stage. Although initial 
results indicate no significant difference in the 
performance of students enrolled in similar online and 
on-campus classes, several additional variables ( eg., 
age, gender, GPA, learning styles, career orientations) 
should be considered on a longitudinal basis as 
significant correlates of student performance in online 
classes. Yang & Arjomand (1999) examined student 
course perfonnance for students with different GPAs, 
and Deis & Arjomand (1999) examined SAT scores 
as predictors of success in on-line managerial finance 
courses. Scores obtained on the School of Business 
Strategic Management course national exam by 
graduating seniors are currently being reviewed to 
determine if technology has lead to an increase in test 
scores and a new questionnaire will be given this 
semester to measure student satisfaction with online 
courses. 
The key issue is the continuous design, development, 
and review of courses to meet the needs of non-
traditional students. The actual experiences of students 
in online courses must be critically assessed. 
Discussions occurring in online courses must be 
thoroughly reviewed, through such software as 
WebCT, to understand how professors facilitate 
discussions among students. Priorities must be placed 
upon course content and instructor's skills. It is 
important that professors develop new pedagogues and 
continually seek means of improving the management 
of their online courses. 
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The Polishing Cloth: A Publication to Encourage Good Student Writing 
Hank Eidson, Sarah Larson, Tamara Shue, and Ted Wadley 
Georgia Perimeter College 
The concept of using good student writing to inspire 
more good student writing is a vital process that 
demonstrates a two-year institution's emphasis on 
individual student instruction and recognition. The 
Pohr;hing Cloth at Georgia Perimeter College is a 
collection of the best student essays from English 
composition, developmental studies, English as a 
Second Language, and other disciplines, 
complementing the required rhetorics with accessible 
student models. Such a writing text facilitates 
collaboration whereby the more able students help the 
less able acquire improved language skills. Another 
reason the publication has been successful in the 
classroom is that student essays are less intimidating 
and easier to analyze and critique than those of 
established authors. Furthermore, the yearly 
publication of the text keeps it fresh and up-to-date, 
and students, inspired by the prospect of publication, 
polish their writing and visualize their potential 
audience. 
The History 
Based on her experience of using a freshman writing 
magazine at the University of Illinois, Sarah Larson 
presented the idea of a composition publication to the 
English faculty at DeKalb College (now Georgia 
Perimeter College) in September of 1984. The project 
was unanimously adopted, and in October, Larson 
organized a Freshman Writing Committee. A "Name 
the Magazine Contest" was held among students, and 
the title of The Po/t:r;hing Cloth was chosen from 85 
entries. In March, the first copy was distributed to the 
bookstores, and a student evaluation of the magazine 
in May of the following year showed overwhelming 
support for the publication and a strong desire to see it 
used in the classroom. Since its introduction, The 
Po/t:r;hing Cloth has evolved from a slim magazine into 
a 200-page text. In addition, faculty editors have made 
numerous presentations encouraging other institutions 
to start their own publications to accomplish the 
purpose of elevating and stimulating student writing 
and giving student writers a larger audience. 
The Process 
Any college can develop its own writing text by 
following a step-by-step procedure. The faculty 
members are asked to choose and submit to the 
editorial board of the publication the best writing from 
their classes. The students must then sign a release 
form including a statement that the work is their own. 
The submission form contains the home address and 
telephone and student identification numbers in order 
to provide correct information for the table of contents 
as well as for invitations to a reception honoring the 
student writers. Other information gathered can include 
the students' high schools and their locations, not only 
to provide articulation with the high schools but also 
to recognize the multi-cultural nature of the 
publication. The primary purpose of the editorial board 
is reading and rating the hundreds of essays submitted. 
Three members of the board read each essay and then 
rate each one by using a scale from I (excellent) to 4 
(unacceptable). Comments can also be included to 
justify the numerical rating. In order to assure 
objectivity, the board asks faculty to refrain from 
placing their names on the essays they submit. This 
anonymity also encourages risk-taking and can provide 
fresh, creative ideas. The editors of the yearly 
publication then make the final selection from the 
highest rated essays and attempt to publish a balance 
of the best essays from each course and as wide a 
selection of rhetorical modes as possible. 
The Classroom Use 
Because students at the college have actually written 
the essays in this text, current students find the works 
more accessible than most professional writing. 
Therefore, teachers can maximize students' interest 
in these essays through a variety of classroom methods. 
To begin with, teachers and students can go through 
the book together and examine several different 
introductions or conclusions. Analyzing these 
beginnings and endings can show students different 
ways that they can write their own introductions and 
conclusions. In addition, rather than focusing on just 
one part of the essay, teachers may select to focus on 
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the entire paper. There are several possible questions 
to ask students about each essay: a) Is the thesis 
indicative of what the essay is about? b) Are there 
enough specific details in the body paragraphs? c) 
What details could be added to improve the paper? d) 
Does the conclusion bring the paper to an effective 
end? e) In what ways could the conclusion be 
improved? Asking such questions encourages students 
to focus on specific aspects of these essays and allows 
the transfer of such knowledge to their own writing. 
Another great benefit of this text for classroom use is 
that it provides excellent models for research papers. 
For example, the teacher can type up several entries 
from the Works Cited page of one of the research 
papers and then mix up the elements of the 
bibliographic entry. The teacher can give the pieces of 
information to the students so that they can use their 
handbooks to put the information into the correct order. 
Then, as a class, the students could look at the actual 
works cited page in The Polishing Cloth to check their 
work for accuracy. Obviously, as shown by these few 
examples, a book of student essays can help students 
in any level English course by providing realistic and 
accessible models. 
Finding and Working with a Publisher 
There are two approaches to publishing such a text: 
self-publishing or using a textbook publisher. Self-
publishing means handling all pre-press requirements, 
including typesetting and artwork, contracting with a 
commercial printer, and distributing the books. Ifthere 
are competent managing editors or other personnel 
experienced with commercial printing and funds to 
pay for the job, then self-publishing is cheaper than 
using a textbook publisher. The first 10 issues of The 
Polishing Cloth were self-published through the 
college print manager. There was no financial risk, but 
administrators kept cost/profit information from 
editors and made them uncomfortable with planning. 
The Poh:rhing Cloth is not funded by the institution, 
but rather by sales to students in the college bookstores. 
However, several textbook publishers are interested 
in small-nm, institution-specific books. Kendall/Hunt 
Publishing Company produced the first "national 
edition" of The Pohrhing Cloth in 1992. Both 
corporate profit and a risk of returned (unsold) books 
tend to raise costs, so it is important to negotiate 
carefully with prospective publishers. With thorough 
planning, we have been able to keep the price to 
students within the range of private printing. 
Nevertheless, the ultimate success of such a publication 
depends on clear understandings with both in-house 
and outside entities. 
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Gauging Student Learning Outcomes in Composition 
Laura J. Getty, Linda Stallworth Williams, and Donna A. Gessell 
North Georgia College and State University 
During a recent semester, student wntmg in 
sophomore-level literature survey classes caused us 
to wonder how well we were teaching our composition 
classes at North Georgia College and State University 
(NGCSU). On essay exams, students demonstrated 
extremely uneven writing skills. Some students wrote 
well; however, some had minor grammatical and 
mechanical problems, some had difficulty developing 
ideas adequately, some had difficulty focusing 
arguments and organizing ideas, and several had 
difficulty in all of these areas. The unevenness of 
writing skills raised questions about how well some 
of these students had fared in the two first-year 
composition classes and whether those classes 
adequately prepare students as writers for complex 
tasks. Freshmen composition classes are crucial; 
students need to write well throughout their courses 
in college and later in their careers. Therefore, the 
question is raised: does the NGCSU composition 
program do what it is supposed to do? 
In an attempt to answer that question, the Committee 
on Composition Programs is developing a new 
assessment tool to gauge whether we are achieving 
the desired learning outcomes in our English 
composition programs. Although we have applied the 
tool in only one class, the results suggest that our 
current assessment project is worthy. This project is 
part of ongoing efforts to assess learning within our 
department, where we have benefited from several 
previous assessments. Traditionally, NGCSU has 
assessed its composition program by tracking the 
results of the Regents' Testing Program. The Regents' 
Testing Program results reassure us that we have 
students who, for the most part, write well, but the 
results say little about the efficacy of our writing 
program since the test measures writing at the eleventh-
grade level. Therefore, the results may or may not relate 
to what students learn in composition classes. 
Another assessment measure of the composition 
program has been a review of the grades awarded in 
1101 and 1102 by instructors. NGCSU has had a 
minimal standard for its two first-year composition 
courses for years. These minimal requirements look 
at a range of skills, including formulating and 
supporting a thesis, constructing grammatically correct 
sentences, and documenting material taken from other 
sources. The policy further notes that "Achievement 
above the minimal passing level with a grade of A, B, 
or C results from exceeding minimum expectations in 
terms of essay development, approach to the text, and 
quality of both thought and content." While the policy 
remains intact and while instructor grades range around 
a C average, a statistical analysis in 1996 suggested 
that grade inflation had set in over the years because 
there were more B's than had been previously awarded. 
For the last dozen years, the English faculty has also 
used grading sessions as an assessment measure. The 
faculty meets regularly to discuss grading policies, 
focusing its discussion on a set of six or seven 1101 
and 1102 essays graded individually before the 
meeting. The only other form of traditional assessment 
is informal word-of-mouth or anecdotal evidence. 
Indeed, NGCSU has not conducted a comprehensive 
assessment of how well its composition classes prepare 
students for writing in upper-level courses. 
Furthermore, several factors enter into students' 
perfonnance in our upper-level courses that assessing 
English 1101 and 1102 at our institution cannot 
measure because many students do not take these 
courses at NGCSU. Instead, they may earn credit for 
the first-year composition courses by testing or transfer. 
A few students-in 1998 there were five-earn ETS 
Advanced Placement credit on either the English 
Language and Composition test for 1101 or the English 
Literature and Composition test for 1102. Even fewer 
earn CLEP credit, either on the Composition, 
Freshman College test for 110 l or the English 
Literature test for 1102. A larger number of students 
earn credit by transfer. Some transfer in at the 
sophomore or junior levels, having already taken the 
freshmen-level composition courses. Additionally, a 
relatively large number of students-some 144 last 
summer-take either one or both of the courses at 
another institution as transient students and transfer 
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the credit back to NGCSU. 
Our current assessment project began, then, with the 
task of assessing the preparation of students for writing 
in upper-level English courses by first selecting one 
class of English 2111 (World Literature I) students. 
The writing samples we chose to analyze were part of 
the regular midterm exam for this class, which required 
students to write two short in-class essays. These 
writing samples were scored using a set of criteria and 
guidelines that the composition committee developed 
for assessing writing skills. Using these guidelines, 
each midtenn in-class essay was rated for content, 
grammar, and organization, in that order, with each 
element receiving a rating from one (1) to three (3). 
The criteria are detailed below: 
Criteria for Rating Writing Proficiency in 2000-
level English Literature Survey Classes 
1. Inadequate writing skills 
2. Adequate writing skills 
3. Above adequate writing skills 
Level 1: Inadequate Writing Skills 
Content 
• Writer does not support thesis, inadequately 
providing or developing evidence. 
• Writing is not interesting or informative, 
inadequately providing or developing evaluation 
that relates ideas to the larger context 
Grammar 
• Writer does not construct grammatically correct 
sentences using Standard American English and 
avoiding error at the sentence level and in 
agreement and spelling. 
• Writer does not use clear and precise language, 
avoiding awkwardness. 
Organization 
• Writer does not formulate a thesis. 
• Writer does not provide adequate transitions and 
does not stay coherent with the topic. 
Level 2: Adequate Writing Skills 
Content 
• Writer supports thesis by providing adequate 
evidence but develops evidence minimally. 
• Writing is interesting and informative, but 
evaluation only minimally relates ideas to the 
larger context. 
Grammar 
• Writer may make occasional mistakes, but 
consistently constructs grammatically correct 
sentences using Standard American English. 
• Writer uses clear and precise language, avoiding 
:iwkw:irclness. hut cloes not consistentlv use a 
-- .. -- . --- ---- - - - J ~ -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - .I 
sophisticated style. 
Organization 
• Writer clearly formulates a thesis. 
• Writer provides adequate transitions and 
minimally relates ideas to the topic. 
Level 3: Above Adequate Writing Skills 
Content 
• Writer supports the thesis by fully providing 
adequate evidence and developing its 
implications. 
• Writing is interesting and informative; it fully 
explores connections between ideas and the 
larger context. 
Grammar 
• Writer has few if any distracting mistakes; 
consistently constructs grammatically correct 
sentences using Standard American English. 
• Writer uses clear and precise language, avoiding 
awkwardness, but does not consistently use a 
sophisticated style. 
• Writer uses clear and precise language, avoiding 
awkwardness, and consistently uses a 
sophisticated style. 
Organization 
• Writer clearly formulates a thesis. 
• Writer develops sophisticated transitions and 
coherently relates ideas to the topic. 
A list of the students was then compiled which 
included the students' ratings for both of the 
midterm essay questions, whether or not they had 
earned credit for 1101and1102 atNGCSU, and 
their grades for these courses if taken at NGCSU. 
Two examples of this procedure follow: 
Assessment Examples: 
Number Locations Mid-term Scores 
(Content, Grammar, Oganization) 
4 NG/NG 21112, 11212 
B/C 
5 ???/?? 21212, 1/2/2 
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Then, the scores for each student were averaged for 
each individual component (content, grammar, or 
organization) as well as the total essay score. Finally, 
using simple statistical tools, the scores were compared 
by group, with two comparisons being made: the first 
comparing essay scores for students who completed 
1101 and 1102 at NGCSU with students who did not: 
and the second comparing essay scores for students 
who earned a C or better in 1101 and 1102 at NGCSU 
with students who did not complete 1101 and 1102 at 
NGCSU. Following are charts displaying the resulting 
data. 
Comparison of Essay Scores for Students Who 
Completed 1101 and 1102 at NGCSU With Scores 
for Students Who Did Not 
Means for Total Score Content Grammar Org. 
Student Groups 
NGCSU 5.28 1.65 1.76 1.87 
(n=23) 
Non-NGCSU 4.96 1.50 1.75 1.71 
(n=l4) 
Difference 0.32 0.15 0.01 0.16 
Comparison of Essay Scores for Students Who 
Completed 1101 and 1102 at NGCSU With 
Grades of C or Better With Scores for Students 
Who Did Not Complete 1101 and 1102 at NGCSU 
Means for Total Score Content Grammar Org. 
Student Groups 
NGCSU 5.33 1.67 1.76 1.90 
(n=23) 
Non-NGCSU 4.96 1.50 1.75 1.71 
(n=l4) 
Difference 0.37 0.17 0.01 0.19 
As these charts show, the NGCSU groups scored 
higher in all areas, but given the small differences and 
sample sizes, the likelihood that these differences are 
statistically significant is almost nonexistent. Also, our 
analysis revealed that neither the NGCSU group nor 
the non-NGCSU group scored as having adequate 
content, grammar, or organization skills (which would 
equal an average score of at least 2.0). Given the 
tentativeness of this data as well as the exploratory 
design of our study at this point, we are hesitant to be 
too bold with interpreting our data. Instead, we are 
using these results to suggest future directions for our 
project, and we have dctcnnincd three areas of interest. 
First, it is clear that a larger and more representative 
sample will be needed in future assessments to gauge 
student writing skills. Second, the results indicate that 
there may be a potentially significant problem with 
students' abilities to fulfill ENGL 1102 minimal 
standards in 2000-level literature courses across the 
board. Whether the 2111 scores represent a failure to 
learn minimal standards in the 1101 and 1102 sequence 
or reflect a regression of writing skills remains to be 
examined. Third, thus far there is a small statistical 
advantage in the scores of NGCSU students over the 
students who took 1101 and 1102 elsewhere, and we 
would like to determine whether that difference could 
be validated with a larger sample size. 
As one follow-up to our pilot study, we are currently 
using the same methods to analyze student writing in 
another sophomore-level survey class. Additionally, 
we are using an adaptation for an English 1102 class 
to see if there is a correlation between writing skills 
and grades awarded in English 1101. We plan to track 
that group of students through English 1102 and 
through their sophomore-level literature survey classes. 
On a larger scale, we hope to extend our project to 
assessing student writing in the Writing Intensive 
courses. NGCSU's Writing Across the Curriculum 
Policy states "No student shall receive a four-year 
degree from NGCSU without having completed two 
courses designated as writing intensive ... At least 
one of the courses must be in the student's academic 
major." Eventually, we hope to determine whether 
grades in those courses correlate with the grades 
students received in English courses taken at NGCSU. 
As our project continues, we look forward to 
expanding what we currently know about student 
learning in our composition courses at NGCSU and 
using that knowledge to bring about the kind of 
changes that can result from thoughtful and thorough 
assessments. 
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Calls for "The Sick Rose"-A Semiotic Inquiry into Poetry 
Lucia Y. Lu 
Clark Atlanta University 
Plato conceived that poetry was a winged creature 
inspired by the gods (Else, 1970), and during the 
process of hermeneutics, the interpretation of poetry, 
many factors like reader, author, text, time, society, 
culture, history, language, etc. are all involved and 
conditioned by one another to build an interpretation 
of poetry. Hermeneutics is thus an educational process 
from which the ancient Greeks acquired knowledge 
and wisdom (Dilthey, 1972; Gallagher, 1992). Since 
the meaning of poetry is supplied by the reader, 
different readers may utilize a wider variety of 
memories, associations, allusions, experiences, and so 
on, in their interpretation of the poem (Eco, 1990; 
Rosenblatt, 1978). The interpreting of poetry is an 
open-ended process (Kintgen, 1983) and is capable of 
eliciting strong responses from readers (Collie & Slater, 
1987; Dias & Hayhoe, 1988). In language arts 
curriculum, poetry holds the potential for providing 
an immeasurable sources for the development of 
figurative speech and metaphorical thinking 
(Pugh, 1995). But several years of informal polls of 
preservice elementary teachers continue to affirm that 
a large percentage of these students bear an 
ambivalence toward poetry, and this attitude alienates 
children from poetry (Tunnell & Jacobs, 2000). 
This research is an exploration of the 
conceptualization of semiotics in poetry. Semiotics is 
the study of signs. The four components of semiotics 
are signs, semiosis, inference and reflexivity 
(Cunningham, 1992; 1998). Languages, arts, music, 
dance, drama, mathematics, cultural modes, etc. are 
signs or sign systems which humans created to mediate 
the world (Halliday & Hason, 1985). According to 
semiotics, a good language arts curriculum must be 
able to expand a learner's potential for understanding 
and communicating through a variety of sign systems, 
not only languages (Hubbard, 1989; Leland & Harste, 
1994; Suhor, 1994). When readers are striving to 
communicate and construct different sign systems to 
interpret their understanding of the text, and since the 
connection between different sign systems does not 
exist a priori, it would be an anomaly to learners 
(Ortony, 1993; Siegel, 1995). To Peirce, the greatest 
American philosopher, anomalies which learners 
encounter in their daily lives drive the process of 
inquiry into the endless cycle of inference 
(Cunningham, 1998; Neilsen, 1989): abduction 
(generating hypotheses), deduction (testing 
hypotheses), and induction (making final decision). 
Learners should be provided with opportunities to 
become actively involved in the construction of 
knowledge through these reasoning processes. In 
education, the shift from a knowledge transmission 
model to an inquiry-oriented model of teaching and 
learning can be achieved through the process of 
inference or reasoning in a social context (Burke, 
1996). 
I conceptualized this theory in my teacher education 
program by inviting my students of literature and 
language arts at Clark Atlanta University to read 
poems, and to interpret poems through written 
reflection, thinking aloud, story-telling, individual 
drawings, and collaborative drawings in a series of 
literacy meetings. The readers' responses to the poems 
were discussed from various sociocultural and 
psycholinguistic perspectives. The findings suggest 
that reading poetry from socio-semiotics makes text 
an open playground; invites multiple interpretation 
from the readers; evokes multiple intelligences to 
unlimited semiosis, or the on-going generating of 
meanings among the readers (Harste, 1996); motivates 
reading and critical thinking; and fosters cultural 
awareness. In such an interactive classroom, the adult 
learners from different sociocultural backgrounds can 
see with different eyes (Oster, 1989), to listen to 
different "drums" (Watson, Burke, & Harste, 1989), 
to speak with different voices, and to think from 
different perspectives. 
For three semesters, I sent my students out of school 
for their internship, they had to read four poems to 
their students in the public school setting and to invite 
their students to give semiotic responses in terms of 
drawing, singing, dancing, acting, and story-telling to 
the poems. My students' field experience journals 
revealed that they and their students all enjoyed this 
kind of semiotic inquiry into poetry. When we read 
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"The Sick Rose" (by William Blake), the students were 
invited to use drawing and thinking-aloud to interpret 
the poem. 
One adult student said, " I smelt something bloody 
and violent when I read this poem." This poem 
signified the relationship between the sexes. A pretty 
girl was loved by a man who loved her so much that 
he attempted to take her by force. Finally his love 
destroyed her! I am thinking of sexual violence, or 
sexual assault that is so popular in a patriarchal society. 
Women had no rights, no freedom! They were subject 
to men, to violence from men." This student expressed 
his righteousness, his social concern for women's 
rights, which have been assaulted for so many 
generations in human history. He is a feminist. 
One adult student said, "The rose is a very beautiful 
flower. The many elements from nature make its life 
short. But it regenerates again and again. It withers, 
but it blooms several days later. This poem reminds 
me of the cycle of human life. This is the normal 
process of organic life." This student's major is natural 
ecology, he explores the relationship between nature 
and living things. He looks at birth, growth, illness, 
death in the cycle of life as very natural. 
One 5-year old girl said, "I colored the rose brown, 
because it is dying; my green caterpillar is smiling 
because it is happy to eat the rose, and the big black 
circle is the thunderstonn, it is scared." The little girl 
used her color perception to interpret the poem. 
At the same time, I help my preservice teachers to 
conceptualize Sebeok's Sight, Sound, and Sense(l 979, 
1991) to write poetry: Sight - what you see, Sound 
what you hear, and Sense - what you feel. Since poetry 
is the winged creature inspired by the gods, our 
preservice teachers can not wait for the divine 
inspiration, I borrow sight, sound and sense as the 
inspiration from nature to guide my preservice teachers 
to write poetry. When I looked out of the window and 
wrote: 
Spring is coming, 
I see her on the tree top; 
I hear her from the lark, 
I feel her in the air 
Wake up, 
All thy lazybones, 
Spring is coming. 
My students reflected that writing poetry is not as 
hard as they thought before. We all enjoy the semiotic 
inquiry into poetry. I plan to continue to conceptualize 
this theory in my future instruction of poetry at different 
school levels. 
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Survivor 1101: Practical Suggestions for College Success 
Mary Nielsen and Barbara Murray 
Dalton State College 
frustrated by the actions of a few of our students. We 
complain about assignments thoughtlessly scrawled 
on tom notepaper and written in "alternative" or "retro" 
hieroglyphs. We lament the students who engage in 
intimate discussions during our well-planned lessons, 
and the longer we remain in the classroom, the more 
we are astonished at the innovative ways our students 
devise to distract us as well as their classmates: the 
student who sits in class and knits, the student who 
stands in the back of the classroom with a periscope 
(but that was in Florida), the student who cannot find 
his ringing cell phone, and the student who levitates 
(well, perhaps the last one is a slight exaggeration, 
but some of us have had some close approximations). 
We faculty members are not the only ones who are 
troubled and annoyed by these behaviors. The majority 
of our students are also frustrated by fellow classmates 
who hamper their concentration, waste valuable class 
time, and interrupt the learning process. 
Not all of our troubling students are deliberately 
inconsiderate, however. Some are simply 
inexperienced first-generation college students without 
a background for surviving in academia. Some students 
simply do not know that their behaviors are disruptive 
and alienating. Many of them do not realize that they 
are working against themselves by what they do or 
fail to do. 
The student survival guide that follows emerged from 
discussions and concerns of faculty members at a 
number of campuses and includes suggestions from 
students, faculty, and research on study skills. This 
guide can function in a number of ways. As a whole, 
it could serve as a handout to students on the first day 
of classes or as a part of an orientation packet. 
However, it need not be used as a whole. Interested 
faculty could incorporate their personal pet peeves 
from this list into their course outlines or as a part of 
their course introductions when expectations and 
preferences are spelled out. 
In distributing these suggestions to students, it is 
important to point out that faculty members do try to 
be both fair and unbiased in their dealings with 
students. However, teachers, like most people, react 
to the ways they are treated. Inconsiderate and 
inappropriate behavior (no matter how unintentional) 
may have subtle and negative influences on the 
student's final course grade. Students need to 
understand that behavior and attitude are important to 
college success, for they determine whether instructors 
will react favorably or unfavorably to students as 
individuals. 
The survival guide that follows highlights classroom 
expectations, discussion and lecture etiquette, group 
work and presentation guidelines, class and assignment 
preparation suggestions, and study tips. 
Student Survival Guide 
Classroom Expectations 
1. Attend class, even if the instructor allows for 
unexcused absences. Through regular attendance, 
you demonstrate your commitment to the course. 
Students who miss class do so at their own risk. 
Reading someone else's notes and checking with 
the instructor or other students in the class are not 
substitutes for all of the information given out by 
the instructor and provided by other students. 
2. Arrive on time. Coming into class late once or 
twice a semester is understandable. However, 
coming late regularly is disrespectful to your fellow 
classmates and your instructor and demonstrates 
an uncaring, irresponsible attitude. 
3. Come prepared for note taking, discussions, and 
tests with paper, pens, textbooks, and pencils. 
Do not waste your time on an assigmnent or your 
classmates' time waiting for you to borrow what 
you need. 
4. Pay attention to the instructor and to class 
discussions, not to other distractions. If you are 
not in class mentally, you really have not attended 
class and have not been exposed to the material 
the class is intended to teach. 
5. Focus on instructional activities during each 
class. Never read newspapers, magazines, or other 
textbooks; do not browse the Internet; do not study 
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for other tests, revise papers, or do homework; and 
do not sleep. 
6. Show interest in lectures and discussions 
through facial expressions such as a nod or smile 
or by body language such as facing the 
instructor. 
7. Avoid negative nonverbal signs of boredom or 
disbelief (yawning, frowning, sighing, rolling 
eyes, gazing out of windows and doors). 
8. Participate in class discussions. Ask questions 
or make relevant observations about the topic 
under discussion. Not only will you get more out 
of the class and be able to remember more if you 
engage it actively, but it will be more interesting 
and time will go by much more quickly. 
9. Ask for help when you need it. Do not wait. You 
may not get another opportunity to ask and forever 
miss infonnation that you need. You might even 
be penalized on a test or an assignment if you are 
not aware of this information. 
10. Make sure that you understand all of the 
requirements of an assignment so that you may 
perform well on it. 
11. Take notes in class. Studies have shown a direct 
connection between writing and learning. 
Furthermore, making yourself pay attention 
through note taking will facilitate your 
understanding and mastery of the subject. 
12. Never pack up your books and put away class 
notes before the class period has ended. 
13. Leave cell phones and beepers at home or turn 
them off. 
14. Do not ask classmates about their grades. 
Grades are private. According to the Buckley 
Amendment, grades are personal. Keep yours to 
yourself and do not ask others what grades they 
made. 
15. Keep your part of the teaching contract. 
Teaching is a contractual relationship. The 
instructor agrees to perform his or her duties as 
spelled out in the syllabus within the bounds of 
accepted cultural manners and civility; the student 
agrees to abide by the conditions of the syllabus 
and perform his or her duties as well, within the 
bounds of accepted cultural manners and civility. 
For the relationship to work, both parties must 
fulfill their parts of the contract. 
Discussion and Lecture Etiquette 
1. Look at your instructor and classmates when 
they talk. Eye contact is an effective component 
of communication. 
2. Do not talk or whisper during discussions or 
lectures. Good lectures and discussions are easily 
ruined by personal conversations (no matter how 
quiet) and social chitchat. 
3. Avoid distracting the speaker and other class 
participants. Students are sometimes unaware that 
they are annoying others when they fiddle with 
pens or notebooks; doodle or tap on their desks; 
smack gum or groom themselves. 
4. Do not monopolize a discussion. Be direct and 
to the point. Your instructor and classmates alike 
are bored by rude comments; long-winded, 
irrelevant, or rambling personal stories; or 
questions whose answers have already been given. 
5. Do not show your disapproval with sarcasm or 
snide comments that offend and alienate others. 
6. Do not argue. State your point, make your 
argument, and briefly present your evidence. Avoid 
direct confrontations with individuals and make 
your points to the class as a whole. 
7. Try to keep or develop an open mind and avoid 
sweeping and unsupported generalizations. 
Group Work 
1. Participate actively and professionally. 
2. Show up for all group work sessions with 
materials that you need. 
3. Do your share. 
4. Show up especially if there is an oral report or 
project to present as a result of the group's 
work. 
Oral Presentations 
1. Show up with all of your materials ready to give 
your presentation on the day and time 
scheduled. 
2. If you cannot make class at this time, let the 
instructor know at least a day in advance. Such 
notice will allow your instructor time to make 
alternate plans to fill the time spot for which your 
presentation was assigned. 
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Preparation for Class and Assignments Instructors believe that what they do in class is 
1. Read al/assigned materials before the class they always important. 
are due. Such preparation will make it easier for 
you to follow the instructor's lecture or to Study Tips 
participate in class discussions. 1. Exchange phone numbers with one or two 
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are due. In this way, you will be ready to ask them with questions about assignments or study 
questions about those ideas that you did not for tests with them. 
understand. You should complete all homework 2. Plan study time into your schedule of classes 
assignments-even if they will not be graded- when you register for classes. Avoid scheduling 
for practice is a necessary part of the learning your classes back to back. Instead, block off time 
process. If you have questions about homework each day for study or extra assistance from your 
assignments that are not graded, you should seek instructor, the Math Lab, or the Writing Lab. 
assistance from your instructor. 3. Keep a calendar with study time scheduled at 
3. Follow all guidelines and directions given for specific times on the calendar. 
every assignment. Write down instructions as they 4. Exchange class notes with one or two other 
are given; you might not remember them later. students. These students may get something down 
4. Pay attention to the form, appearance, and that you didn't. By comparing notes, you get a more 
quality of your work. Sloppy and careless work complete set of notes. 
will affect your instructor's assessment of its s. Review your notes at least twice a week. While 
content and your effort. such a review might seem like a tedious process, 
s. Do your own work. Instructors make assignments this spaced review will help you remember the 
because they want you to learn something from material better when it comes time for tests, and 
doing the assignment. If you copy someone else's you will already have put in lots of study time, 
homework or let someone else do an assignment making final review easier. 
for you, you will not have had the experience your 6. Use the two-hour rule-of-thumb. Study at least 
instructor wants you to have. two hours outside of class for each hour in class. 
6. Take a proactive, as opposed to a reactive, 7. If the instructor holds office hours or 
approach to learning. Do not just wait for your conferences in his or her office, take advantage 
instructor to "unpack" the material for you. Try to of them. Even if you feel a bit shy, go and ask 
do it for yourself. Put yourself in the instructor's questions, perhaps about an upcoming assignment, 
role. What would you want your students to know perhaps to get his or her view of your progress. 
about the material if you were the instructor? You These visits will help you will feel more at ease 
will be amazed at how quickly you will begin with the course material and the instructor. 
thinking like an instructor. 8. Go to General Computer Labs, Library, Math 
Lab, or Writing Lab for help, especially if the 
If You Miss a Class instructor recommends going for extra help. 
1. If you must miss a class, let your instructor There are people specially trained to help you in 
know beforehand. This is the same courtesy that each of these environments, and the help is free. 
you would extend to an employer who expected Use it to your advantage. 
you to show up and perform your duties. 
2. If you must miss class, make arrangements to Some Concluding Comments 
make up work ahead of time. Do not wait until 1. Remember that your instructors are human, 
after, if it can be helped. Many instructors willingly too. If you do not attend class, are disruptive or 
let students make up work before the fact. Many rude, do not turn in assignments, act as if you are 
do not allow make-up work after the fact, or they extremely bored in class, or just have an uncaring 
penalize late work. attitude about the class, you will make an 
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not be a good one. Remember that grading often 
contains a subjective side, and if you make a bad 
impression, you stand likely not to be given any 
benefit of any doubt. Most instructors take their 
classes very seriously, just as you will take very 
seriously any career for which you are preparing. 
When you finally become the nurse, the CEO, the 
interior designer, or whatever you are planning to 
become, how would you react to someone who is 
hostile, rude, or uncaring about your career? Be 
polite, be interested, and play the game. You will 
benefit in the long run. 
2. Keep a sense of humor. Not everything is deadly 
senous. 
3. Have fun. Compel yourself to be motivated and 
to study by promising yourself some kind of small 
reward that is fun when you are done. 
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Promoting Excellence in Teaching Through Faculty Development 
JudyO'Neal 
North Georgia College and State University 
Introduction 
Fostering the creation of a campus culture in which 
teaching and learning is the subject of thoughtful 
discussion, debate, and inquiry has achieved increased 
prominence throughout the national collegiate 
community. There is widespread interest in teaching 
as a scholarly activity, motivated in large measure by 
the work of Ernest Boyer and the Carnegie Foundation 
report Scholarship Reconsidered (Boyer, 1990). The 
concept of teaching as scholarly work quickly gained 
the attention of academia as both supporters and 
skeptics began wrestling with the implications of terms 
such as the scholarship of discovery, the scholarship 
of integration, the scholarship of application, and the 
scholarship of teaching. It was after a follow-up 
publication, Scholarship Assessed (Glassick, Huber, 
& Maeroff, 1997), offered six criteria applicable to all 
forms of scholarship that a critical mass of faculty 
members throughout the country began orienting their 
research and professional development around topics 
that informed practice and enhanced the wisdom of 
practitioners. 
Providing an environment in which faculty members 
can address practical, professional problems and seek 
faculty support in refining existing teaching practices 
is quickly becoming the modus operandi in college 
teaching. Faculty commitment to extending their 
teaching repertoire to include the use of effective 
teaching models, pedagogical techniques, and 
assessment alternatives is at an all-time high. More 
and more faculty are interested in learning to apply 
and critically evaluate new knowledge and practices 
within a given context or situation. Institutions of all 
sizes interested in promoting teaching effectiveness 
are seeking support in the areas of increased availability 
of a variety of resources and documented research 
related to effective teaching practices. This paper 
provides an overview of how faculty attention has been 
focused on excellence in teaching at North Georgia 
College & State University (NGCSU) during the past 
two years. Through the efforts of past and present 
recipients of the Regents' Distinguished Professor for 
Teaching and Learning award, widespread but 
. . . . h 1· f' i.· 
un_focused interest in improving tuc qua11t'y 01 tcac111ng 
has been channeled into a centralized focus. Examples 
of activities, initiatives, and web-based delivery 
strategies that have been particularly successful in 
focusing attention on enhancing teaching effectiveness 
are presented. 
Faculty Survey 
A survey of personal interests, needs, and expertise 
related to professional development from a list of 24 
possible topic areas was sent via e-mail to all NGCSU 
faculty. Topic areas included recognizing and 
rewarding teaching excellence, classroom assessment 
techniques, learning styles, technology-based 
applications, promoting active learning, faculty 
evaluation, web-based course development, using the 
Web as an instructional tool, pre- and post-tenure 
review, and teaching portfolios. Survey results formed 
the basis for the initial faculty development offerings 
in the form of discussion groups, seminars, and 
workshops. 
Web Page 
The Excellence in Teaching at NGCSU Web page was 
created and linked to over 75 search engines including 
Alta Vista, Info seek, Ly cos, Magellan, and 
WebCrawler. The web page included links to the 
university mission statement and goals, discussion lists 
and forums, workshops and seminars, faculty 
mentoring program, teaching resources, The Teacher 
newsletter, teaching excellence faculty retreat, contact 
information, and current Regents' Distinguished 
Professor for Teaching and Learning. 
Faculty Mentoring Program 
Two goals for a faculty mentoring program for new 
and adjunct faculty were identified: (a) to promote 
teaching excellence among pre-tenure review and 
adjunct faculty, and (b) to assist new and adjunct 
faculty to achieve their full potential through 
collaboration with experienced, successful faculty 
members. During the initial year of this program, eight 
facuity mentors participated in a training session and 
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volunteered their time to provide confidential 
assistance to new faculty members in areas such as 
classroom observation, implementing varied teaching 
and assessment strategies, preparing for pre-tenure 
review, documentation of teaching effectiveness, and 
development of faculty evaluation goals. Faculty 
members who had not participated in the pre-tenure 
review process and who were interested in participating 
in the mentoring program were invited via e-mail and 
a memo to visit the Excellence in Teaching at NGCSU 
Web page and to select the mentoring program 
hyperlink. Once the mentoring teams were formed, the 
Web page was updated. 
Faculty Newsletter 
The Teacher, a newsletter focusing on excellence in 
teaching at NGCSU, was designed to serve as a catalyst 
for promoting attention on teaching as a scholarly 
activity and as a venue for publication of teaching-
related research. During 1998-99 issues were published 
in October, November, January, March, and May. Each 
issue was made available in print form as well as on-
line at the Excellence in Teaching at NGCSU website. 
Workshops and Seminars 
Forty-one faculty development seminars and 
workshops addressing 13 areas of faculty-identified 
interest were organized and conducted during the first 
year's effort. Session topics included faculty mentoring 
program training, web-based course development, 
using the Web as an instructional tool, technology-
based applications, teaching strategies, introduction to 
teaching portfolios, preparing for pre-tenure review, 
preparing for post-tenure review, addressing varied 
learning styles, peer review, faculty evaluation, 
classroom assessment techniques, and promoting 
active learning. Thirty-three faculty members from 
throughout the academic disciplines served as 
presenters. Certificates of appreciation were prepared 
and given to each presenter, and certificates of 
attendance were given to each participant. 
Faculty Discussion Groups 
Discussion forums addressing how to recognize and 
reward teaching excellence were organized. Small 
working groups prepared five recommendations for 
recognizing and rewarding teaching excellence and 
presented them for reaction and feedback to the 
NGCSU faculty via The Teacher. Three of the five 
recommendations were realized during the 1998-99 
academic year. Recommendations included: (a) off-
campus faculty retreat designed to celebrate excellence 
in teaching and to stimulate dialogue about teaching 
and learning; (b) teaching recognition a wards program; 
( c) outstanding teaching award monetary grants of 
$1000 for the purchase of materials, supplies, software, 
etc. relating directly to teaching; ( d) initiating faculty 
development leaves of absence at NGCSU; and (e) 
promoting teaching excellence as a scholarly activity 
for faculty evaluation, promotion, and tenure purposes. 
Discussion forum participants served as the planning 
team for the first teaching excellence faculty retreat, 
identified focus areas and judging criteria for the 
teaching awards program, and developed nomination 
criteria for the teaching award monetary grants. 
Faculty Retreat 
The first Excellence in Teaching at NGCSU faculty 
retreat was a two-day overnight event. The featured 
speaker for the opening luncheon was Dr. James L. 
Muyskens, University System of Georgia Board of 
Regents Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. 
Approximately 45 faculty, department heads, deans, 
Vice President and Associate Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, President, and Board of Regents 
Vice Chancellor joined together as a community of 
learners. The keynote speaker was Dr. Rita Dunn, 
Director of the Center for the Study of Learning and 
Teaching Styles, St. John's University. One of the most 
meaningful outcomes of the faculty retreat was an 
opportunity for cross-disciplinary discussions related 
to teaching and learning. An outgrowth of this retreat 
was the establishment of a faculty bulletin board for 
teaching and learning on WebCT. 
Teaching Awards Program 
The Recognizing Excellence in Teaching at NGCSU 
awards program was established to recognize faculty 
who are dedicated and committed to teaching and 
learning. Nominations were sought from students, 
faculty, staff, and alumni through faculty, student, and 
alumni newsletters, local newspapers, and campus e-
mail. One outstanding teacher in the areas of 
innovation, relating to students, technology utilization, 
promoting active learning, bringing scholarship into 
the classroom, incorporating writing, incorporating 
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oral presentations, and developing critical thinking was 
selected for recognition. Winners in each area were 
recognized at the fall faculty meeting, had their names 
placed on a multi-year plaque located in the NGCSU 
Student Center, and agreed to share their expertise and 
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Teaching Award Monetary Grants 
Ten monetary awards of up to $1000 tied to the 
purchase of materials, supplies, software, etc. and 
directly related to teaching were awarded to selected 
NGCSU faculty. Department heads and deans were 
asked to identify the most outstanding teachers in their 
departments or schools who clearly demonstrated 
teaching excellence, as judged by their rating on the 
teaching portion of NGCSU's annual faculty 
evaluation instrument. Faculty were then invited to 
submit a grant application that included requested 
items and costs, course(s) to be enhanced, and a 
rationale. A committee chaired by the 1998-99 
Regents' Distinguished Professor for Teaching and 
Learning and appointed by the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs reviewed the applications and 
determined the recipients. 
Teaching and Learning Center Proposal 
NGCSU's faculty senate appointed a six-member ad 
hoc teaching and learning center proposal committee. 
The task of the committee was twofold: (a) to make 
recommendations to the faculty senate for instituting 
a teaching and learning center on the NGCSU campus 
that would add continuity to the university's mission, 
guarantee accessibility to materials for faculty 
development, and foster mentoring among faculty, and 
(b) to include goals for the program and specific 
programmatic and physical requirements for meeting 
the goals including faculty staffing, release time, 
annual budget, and physical space. 
A mission statement and goals for the Excellence in 
Teaching Center at NGCSU were developed. 
Progra1mnatic components included recommendations 
for staffing qualifications, responsibilities, teaching 
load, budget projections, and funding source 
possibilities. Facilities components included space 
requirements and square footage. In addition, a three-
year implementation plan was developed. A 
unanimous decision by the faculty senate supported 
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NGCSU campus. 
Student Technology Advisors 
Modeled after Kennesaw State University's Student 
Technology Advisors (STARS) program, a 
significantly reduced version of this program was 
designed for implementation at NGCSU during 1999-
2000. A program coordinator and four students were 
selected to assist faculty in the development and 
implementation of technology into their instructional 
delivery. The STARS students were also utilized as 
assistants during hands-on faculty technology training 
sess10ns. 
Carnegie Teaching Academy Campus Program 
During the 1999-2000 academic year, NGCSU's 
faculty began participating in level one of the Carnegie 
Teaching Academy Campus Program. A campus 
conversations steering committee was formed and 
coordinated a series of faculty conversations designed 
to establish NGCSU's definition of the scholarship of 
teaching. Subsequent steps will involve campus 
inquiry groups in studying and acting on a teaching 
issue central to the campus community. 
Conclusion 
As each campus community grapples with issues 
related to how and why students learn and the role 
faculty play in fostering that learning, it is certain that 
ongoing discussions about teaching and learning, 
faculty investigations of their teaching practices, new 
ways of assessing the effects of new pedagogies, 
alternative forms for documenting teaching, and new 
rubrics and tools for gathering and reviewing evidence 
about teaching will continue to flourish. The 
opportunity for and responsibility oflocal institutions 
to provide a supportive and stimulating atmosphere 
focusing on teaching excellence is tremendous. Yet it 
remains the responsibility of local campuses to 
determine what avenues for promoting teaching 
excellence are best suited to their unique campus 
mission, culture, and needs. Lest it be forgotten, faculty 
members are poised and ready to share their knowledge 
and experiences in on-campus as well as off-campus 
activities. 
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Another Perspective on Technology in Teacher Education 
John Ronghua Ouyang 
Kennesaw State University 
The computer is a tool. Its actual value does not depend 
on its quality of advances, but its users-teachers and 
students. The question we are facing today in teacher 
education is how to use this tool for effective teaching 
and learning. Reviewing what we have done and 
examining what we are doing will help us to find 
answers. 
Computer Literacy Training 
Computer-assisted instruction in education started in 
the early 60s and increased in the 70s. Since 1980s, 
more and more computers have entered schools and 
computer literacy is becoming a sensational buzzword 
in education. The assumption is that as far as teachers 
become computer literate, they will automatically use 
computers in the classroom and the potential of the 
computer technology in education will be 
unquestionably achieved. Therefore, computer literacy 
training for teachers is increasingly recognized with 
four approaches: programming centered, computing-
curriculum focused, problem solving emphasized, and 
productivity tools anchored approaches. Each approach 
has had its proponents and defenders, and all have their 
critics. The common thread through the criticism has 
been that these approaches treat the computer as the 
subject matter, not the implementation. 
Programming-centered approaches dominated in 
teachers' computer literacy training in the early and 
middle of 1980s when microcomputers entered the 
schools in the late 1970s. Teachers mostly attended 
training on BASIC (Beginners All-purpose Symbolic 
Instruction Code) language, and few on PASCAL or 
COBOL languages. Teachers learned to write programs 
to tell the computer what they wanted it to do. 
Computer literacy therefore became a synonym for 
programming. Computers were then used for 
programming instruction instead of curriculum-related 
instruction. This approach resulted in many educators 
developing technophobia (LoCkard & Abrams and 
Many, 1997). Programming-centered training seemed 
to turn more teachers away from using computer 
technology in the classroom, with few becoming 
computer literate enough to make actual innovations 
in their teaching. 
Gradually, computer literacy training was shifted to 
a computing-curriculum-focused approach. The 
literacy definition was broadened to become units or 
classes at different levels. With this approach, teachers 
were required to master survival skills and become 
knowledgeable about uses or misuses of computers 
before moving to the next level. Teachers at all levels 
and in all different disciplines were supposed to 
become "computer teachers," teaching computing 
units for that grade. This approach is no doubt helpful 
for some teachers who work with computers; however, 
one study of 125 Stanford professors in the mid- l 980s 
showed that 80% of them used computers to prepare 
lectures, handouts, and exams. About one quarter of 
them required students to write papers or analyze data. 
Examining the uses of computers in the classroom, it 
was found that only 13 out of 125 professors had 
actually blended the computer into their classroom 
instruction (Cuban, 2000). 
By the end of 1980s, developing problem solving 
ability became a universally accepted objective. A 
problem solving approach was joined with the 
computing literacy training. It tended to seek a new 
way to stimulate the use of computers in classrooms. 
However, few software packages were designed 
specifically for problem solving in depth. Although 
LOGO was finnly dedicated to mathematics problem 
solving, it was frequently taught as a change of pace, 
as a way to create pretty patterns, and as something 
separated from problem solving. A survey conducted 
in 1989 among 660 faculty members in humanities 
and sciences found that 80% of the faculty members 
used computers to prepare handouts, 72% to design 
exams, and 62% to prepare lectures. In the classroom, 
only 10% actually used subject-related software 
(Cuban, 2000). The problem solving approach usually 
had a sensational start but often failed. 
In the early 1990s, there was a trend of looking at 
the computer as a tool and believing its effectiveness 
depends on the person's skills in using this tool. This 
perspective lead to a teacher preparation program 
revolution, in which almost every teacher preparation 
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program in the United States included either required 
or elective education technology courses to satisfy 
NCATE review. Computer literacy training for teachers 
was therefore transited to a focus on productivity tools 
and applications. The common sequences of the 
training were basic operating skills, wordprocessing, 
spreadsheets, database management, e-mail, and 
finally multimedia and the Internet. The courses tended 
to provide teachers with the knowledge and skills to 
use these tools. Yet, a faculty survey in 1994 found 
even poor use of technology in the classroom. Of750 
professors who taught undergraduates, 59% said that 
they never used a computer in the classroom, 19% 
reported occasional use and only 8% said that they 
used computers often. Since 1994, limited evidence 
of frequent use ofe-mail and the Internet among faculty 
and students exits, with less than 10% of the Stanford 
faculty reporting frequently using these new 
technologies. Low-tech teaching still exists in high-
tech schools (Cuban, 2000). 
Current Computing Education for Teachers 
Computing education for teachers today is facing the 
challenge of how to integrate appropriate technologies 
with strategies for maximum learning. Since the 1980s, 
computers have flooded into schools. Compared with 
the academic year of 1983-1984, the ratio of students 
to computers in the school has changed from 125: 1 to 
12: 1 in 1995. Never in the history of American 
education has so much money been spent with so little 
thought given to implementation and so little 
demanded in return (Lockard, Abrams, & Many, 1997). 
NCATE has set integrating computer technology in 
education as one of its criteria for the review of teacher 
education programs; however, what had been expected 
to happen did not occur. The implementation process 
is still struggling, somewhat like one jumping on a 
buse but having no clear destination. 
The arguments concerning computing education for 
teachers are focused on the question whether it should 
be technology course(s) driven or technology/ 
curriculum combination driven focus in teacher 
education programs. The former approach favors 
keeping or creating computing technology courses. 
These technology classes provide pre-service or in-
service teachers with different levels of computing 
skills and strategies. It is believed that as teachers 
master these skiiis and strategies, they will 
automatically implement technology in their 
classrooms. The latter approach prefers to embed 
computing skills and strategies into all courses in the 
teacher education program. It is believed that pre-
service teachers or in-service teachers who have 
enrolled in teacher education programs will gain the 
computing skills and strategies bit by bit and eventually 
be able to use the technology in their classrooms. 
Should technology courses be considered as required 
components in a teacher education program or be 
eliminate? Should each curricular content course cover 
one or two technological skills? To be or not to be, 
that is still the question. 
Rapid changes in technology pose another challenge 
for computing education for teachers. Oblinger (2000) 
believes that these changes will have an impact on 
global education in the 21st century. Because of these 
rapid changes, technology will become an accepted 
tool for almost everyone and everything. Ideally, the 
lower costs and improved ease-of-use will allow 
teachers to use computers more often and implement 
technology in instruction and learning more effectively. 
However, few of us need reminders of the rapid pace 
in the technology industry. It is often the case that a 
computer may become out-of-date almost as soon as 
it is purchased, and the technology training that a 
teacher receives is no longer applicable almost as soon 
as he or she goes back to teaching in the classroom. 
The continual need to upgrade software and hardware 
is costing schools and teachers enormous time, energy, 
and money to keep current. Should we or can we take 
a breath to think about how to make the 
implementation more meaningful or simply keep trying 
to catch up with increasingly advanced technology? 
This is the question looking for an answer. 
Another Perspective of Implementation 
Creative uses of computer technology can make the 
difference. Common software packages, such as 
Microsoft Office and Claris Works, have the potential 
to help teachers and students. Wordprocessing 
programs have more powerful uses than paper simply 
writing; spreadsheets are not limited to compiling 
grade sheets; databases can definitely go beyond 
student record keeping; and presentation software is 
not only a presentation tool. A teacher can use 
wordprocessing programs to create math problem with 
fractions, use spreadsheet programs to develop hands-
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on activity for youngsters to learn vocabulary, phonics, 
and reading, use database programs for social studies 
and subject-related projects, and apply presentation 
software to simulate teaching. I believe that if teachers 
and students use the technology creatively, 
implementation can become meaningful. 
In the face of rapid changes in computing 
technology, life long and self-paced learning is the key 
to effective implementation. Obtaining technology 
training once or twice or one or two technology classes 
is not enough. No single teacher education program 
will be able to provide schools with fully and 
permanently qualified professionals. Few of us can 
anticipate what technology will be available a few 
months or years from today. However, technology 
courses will help teachers to master the basic 
computing skills. The alignment of computer 
technology with curricular disciplines will enhance 
technology implementation in teacher education 
programs. Therefore, implementing technology in 
teacher education programs needs to emphasize the 
mastery of the basic technological skills, and more 
important, should encourage teachers be life long 
learners and to creatively use technology for effective 
teaching and learning. The creative uses of computer 
technology depend on one's curiosity and enthusiasm, 
basic technological skills, and the alignment of 
technology and curricular contents. 
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Strategies for Success in Online Courses 
Catherine Price, Jane Zahner, Ellen Wiley, Andy Brovey, and Art Recesso 
Valdosta State University 
Many of us have walked willingly through the virtual 
"doorway" into the online classroom. Others have been 
pushed kicking and screaming across that threshold. 
As faculty in an instructional technology department 
of a regional university, it was natural for us to skip 
through that doorway. Faculty have the professional 
goal of keeping current in the discipline and the 
departmental goals of serving the region and providing 
leadership in technological innovations in education. 
Additionally, our university established a goal of at 
least 10% of all courses being delivered online. 
Whether willing or reluctant, those of us who are 
involved in developing and delivering online courses 
want to provide quality learning experiences for our 
students. The purpose of this article is to describe five 
factors that contribute to an effective online learning 
environment. The descriptions are based on the 
collective experience of the faculty in our department, 
all of whom have conducted successful online 
instruction. The five essential factors are: support, 
resources, communication, humanization, and 
assessment/evaluation. 
Support 
Issue 
Research has shown that, when implementing any new 
instructional practice, support for faculty is one of the 
most basic components for success. Yet this support 
is often inadequate or overlooked entirely. What 
support for faculty can be provided successful online 
courses? 
Solutions 
Assistance was provided through several avenues: 
university-sponsored summer stipends and workshops; 
departmental reassigned time; and help from peers. 
Because of this support, we were able to help other 
faculty with their online courses through department-
sponsored workshops, seminars, and consultations and 
through using our graduate instructional technology 
students as technology tutors and design consultants. 
Personal, departmental, and university goals are being 
met for our online instruction because faculty had the 
support necessary for success. 
Resources 
Issue 
One important question an instructor must address 
when planning for an online course is how resources 
will be provided for students. Should the online 
environment change the way we think about providing 
resources? 
Solutions 
Providing resources to students in an online course 
can be accomplished in a variety of ways. For example, 
course readings and resources may be provided through 
links to online articles and other relevant sites. These 
links may be included on web pages inside WebCT or 
a course web page outside WebCT. Directions for 
activities related to the readings and topic introductions 
may be provided along with the links using the course 
content or bulletin board areas ofWebCT. 
Another method of delivery involves converting files 
or scanned documents into PDF format with Adobe 
Acrobat. These files can be housed on a course web 
site or delivered to students via attachments within 
WebCT. The advantage of this format is that copyright 
protection can be maintained through password-
protected access. 
Project documents, presentations, and files for 
downloading and uploading can be managed within 
the WebCT environment through file manager, student 
presentation areas, and attachments through private 
mail and the discussion area. To make the uploading 
process nm smoothly a file name format should be 
established to make sure that files can be easily 
identified. 
Resources can also be developed with graphics and 
illustrations to support content. It is important to 
maintain a high level of interaction between the 
students and the content whatever the delivery method. 
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Communication 
Issue 
Communicating effectively with students in an online 
course is essential to providing a supportive and 
interactive learning environment. Should the online 
participation? 
Solutions 
Class participation can be defined as interaction 
centered on content. This interaction takes essentially 
three forms: A single student actively considering 
course materials and activities; two or more students 
interacting with each other about content; and a student 
or students interacting with the instructor about 
content. 
In the case of WebCT, the communication tools-
bulletin board, mail and chat-are the primary online 
vehicles for insuring class participation and 
communication. The bulletin board (also called the 
web conference or discussion area) serves as the main 
form of group communication for the course. The 
Bulletin Board is an effective way for students to 
participate in online class discussions. The mail tool 
allows you to send a private message to one or more 
course participants. Unlike bulletin board messages, 
which can be read by everyone, mail is only visible to 
the sender and recipient(s) of the message. The chat 
tool allows you to have real-time, typed 
"conversations" with other course participants. The 
chat applet displays who is in a chat room at the present 
time. It also allows you to send private messages to 
selected users by clicking on their names. 
Humanization 
Issue 
Potential feelings of disconnectedness from limited 
human interaction is a challenge faced when planning 
for an online course. Should the online environment 
change the way we think about human interactions? 
Solutions 
To provide more personalization and interaction in an 
online course may require using a variety of tools to 
connect students. Multipoint video/audio connections 
provide for group discussions. These connections 
facilitate group activities such as group project 
development. Audio feedback via email and discussion 
area provide a more personal method of giving 
feedback to students on the work they are producing 
in the course. This feedback is richer than traditional 
written feedback. Video and audio streaming to the 
desktop can provide a "live" presentation of 
information that can be reviewed as needed by the 
students. 
There are several free tools available for 
downloading from the Internet that will make this 
personalization possible. Some of the tools that are 
currently in use in our courses are Real Player, Real 
Producer, and CUSeeMe. These tools may be used to 
provide or even expand the connectedness of the 
traditional face-to-face classroom environment. 
Assessment and Evaluation 
Issues 
Online Assessment and Evaluation: Who, What, When 
& How? Should the online environment change the 
way we think about assessment and evaluation? 
Solutions 
The strategies for success described in this paper are 
one framework for important areas of assessment and 
evaluation in online courses. The quality of 
institutional support can be measured and evaluated, 
as can the quality and adequacy of instructional 
resources, the amount and type of communications, 
and the level of humanization and "connectedness" 
felt and defined by the students and instructors. But 
these areas are not what students, instructors, 
department heads and program leaders think of as 
assessment and evaluation. Students hear about 
assessment and evaluation and they say, "Whaddja 
get?"; instructors want to know "Did the students 
achieve the course objectives?'', department heads 
wonder "Did the instructor effectively plan and deliver 
the course?" and program leaders look to accreditation 
visits and want documentation on "Did the courses 
achieve the program objectives?" 
Measurement of success in online learning is the 
bottom line. Student assessment, often narrowly 
defined as testing, is a major concern for many who 
are adapting traditional courses for online delivery. 
They worry that students may easily cheat by having a 
confederate take an exam or by using unauthorized 
materials to help them during the test. Those concerns 
are addressed by organizational strategies such as 
having students come to a proctored lab for testing, 
and by technological strategies such as timed windows 
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of opportunity for taking exams. The concerns, 
however, may be best addressed by assessment 
strategies based in good practice. One instructor who 
still feels that tests are necessary in her content area 
requires that students pass several online quizzes in 
order to qualify to take the online exam. She thinks it 
unlikely that a student will find a confederate willing 
to participate that often in order to aid the student in 
cheating, and finds a side benefit in students more 
prepared for the test by the quizzes. Many instructors, 
however, find that the online environment not only 
requires new teaching and learning strategies, but new 
assessment strategies. There is great opportunity to 
have frequent and varied assessments that include an 
emphasis on interaction, peer review and projects 
rather than tests. 
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Distance Learning in Nursing Education: 
The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly 
Thomas Wenzka, Lynn Rhyne, and Kathleen Upham 
Coastal Georgia Community College 
The restructuring of the University system and the 
growth and development of Georgia Academic and 
Medical System (GSAMS) in the past five years has 
led to the implementation of distance learning for the 
Associate Degree in Nursing at Coastal Georgia 
Community College (CGCC). The current system has 
classrooms on the main campus in Brunswick, 
Georgia, and remote sites on the Armstrong Atlantic 
State University (AASU), and Savannah State 
University (SSU) in Savannah, as well as the Camden 
Center in St. Mary's, and the campus of Georgia 
Southern University (GSU) in Statesboro, Georgia. 
Courses leading to baccalaureate and master's degrees 
have been offered through Distance Learning on the 
Brunswick site since 1992. Through a collaborative 
agreement with AASU and GSU, courses leading to 
the baccalaureate and masters' degrees in nursing are 
offered through Distance Leaming at the Brunswick 
site. Plans are underway for the development of a 
CGCC campus in St. Mary's Georgia, to replace the 
current Camden Center. Included in the plans for the 
building is the upgrading of the technology for 
GSAMS. The implications for CGCC and other 
colleges in the southern portion of the state are endless. 
The restructuring of the University System to eliminate 
associate degree programs from four-year colleges has 
created an underserved population of students. There 
are no associate of nursing programs from Beaufort, 
South Carolina to Jacksonville, Florida to the north 
and south, and from Coastal Georgia to Waycross and 
Macon, Georgia to the west and north. There is 
certainly a likelihood that nursing courses will be 
taught in the distance learning format for the residents 
of Camden County, as well as other counties in Georgia 
and northern portions of Florida. The implementation 
of distance learning has yielded many benefits and a 
few problems. The faculty at CGCC is committed to 
the distance learning method of instruction despite the 
changes that were necessitated by the implementation. 
We would like to share our successes as well as our 
frustrations as a means to ease the transition to distance 
learning for our colleagues in nursing education in the 
state. 
Distance learning was initiated in the CGCC nursing 
program in the fall quarter of 1997. The enrollment in 
Savannah was limited to 20 students due to space 
limitations at the remote site. It was also felt that larger 
classes would be a detriment to the learning process. 
The system is a synchronous, interactive video system, 
which allows real time two-way feedback, with a two-
second delay. Students at remote sites can 
communicate with the instructors and their classmates 
during class, and are active participants in the learning 
process. It was felt that students on the Brunswick 
campus would benefit as well by the exposure to the 
advanced technology that will be essential in future 
health care practice. Students were introduced to 
distance learning in the first nursing course. They were 
informed that a distance learning student must be well 
motivated and mature in order to benefit from the 
experience. The class in Brunswick was also divided 
in half, so the home site classroom was also smaller in 
size. Students at the remote site were given the option 
to attend classes in Brunswick should they desire to 
do so. Students who were in academic difficulty were 
strongly advised to attend classes on the main campus 
as a method of remediation. 
Booklets and pamphlets from the Office of 
Information and Instructional Technology, and 
guidance from facilitators and faculty from several 
other sites were instrumental in preparing the faculty 
for this experience. There were still moments when 
the technology was overwhelming. 
During the fall of the first year of courses, several 
problems were addressed and corrected. The classroom 
at the home site was equipped with overhead 
microphones and the static and background noises 
were very distracting. During the summer, between 
courses, the microphones were converted to desktop, 
except in the nursing laboratory, and as a result, the 
number of complaints relative to background noise in 
the classroom have decreased. Faculty and students 
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were initially reluctant to use the microphones and 
were very self-conscious about how they appeared on 
camera. As the program has evolved, so has our level 
of comfort. 
We have conducted evaluations since the 
implementation of the program and that data has been 
placed in the categories of Good, Bad, and Ugly. 
The Good 
Two years of evaluative data have yielded the following 
positive information: Faculty have seen an enrollment 
increase across the northeastern tier of the state. 
Despite the fact that the program has not been 
publicized, inquiries are up every year. We are pleased 
that the increase in enrollment also contains a 
significant increase in our minority student population 
as well. We feel that we serve a population of students 
who may not be academically qualified for a 
baccalaureate program and who would, therefore, not 
be able to realize their ambition to become nurses. 
The faculty has become much more technically 
proficient, as have the students. We have been able to 
video classes, when necessary, in times of student need. 
Many students felt that their needs were adequately 
met by faculty, despite the 70-mile separation. They 
were very happy not to have to commute to Brunswick, 
and several felt that their grades were higher than they 
would have been if the commute had been necessary. 
The Bad 
We categorized "the Bad," as those factors which, 
though annoying, could either be dealt with or changed. 
Faculty and students were generally in agreement on 
the items in this category. Faculty felt that even with 
guidance, they were not adequately prepared for the 
challenge of a distance learning classroom. We were 
unfamiliar with the equipment and were naive about 
the amount of time required to successfully teach a 
course on camera. The technical glitches were very 
troublesome; during bad weather, computer or video 
down times, etc., faculty were required to video the 
class, or repeat it for the students at the remote site. 
The camera angles are narrow, and some students are 
able to "hide" from the cameras. Because reception is 
somewhat fuzzy, it is difficult to recognize students at 
the remote site. The two-second delay also presented 
a distraction for students and faculty, as did the constant 
need to remind us to use the microphone. 
It is difficult for faculty to move about the classroom 
and often facilitators cannot adjust cameras smoothly 
and quickly during discussions. Faculty feel a loss of 
spontaneity and creativeness in the classroom. Nursing 
faculty at CGCC are active facilitators who utilize 
many strategies in the teaching-learning context. Many 
of our creative avenues have been quieted because they 
do not translate well to real-time classes. 
Students at the remote sites are frustrated in their 
attempts to participate in games and activities. There 
is an inequality of services at the remote site that 
students found unacceptable. Handouts, articles, 
videos, and CAi's are not consistent at the remote sites. 
Students are required to come to Brunswick for these 
activities, or utilize comparable materials at the remote 
site. The microphones are voice activated at the remote 
sites, and side conversations are frequent. 
Students at the remote site felt that faculty were not 
utilizing the human resources which were available 
to them by beaming more activities and speakers from 
the hospitals and agencies in Savannah. For faculty, 
one of the greatest headaches was testing. A faculty 
from the home site would go to Savannah to proctor 
the examination and conduct a test review after class, 
but the experience was not satisfying to the students 
or the faculty. 
The Ugly 
These are factors that the faculty felt were not easily 
correctable and would probably continue to haunt us! 
Computer glitches and down time are inevitable when 
technology is utilized. In a tightly time-controlled 
situation such as a nursing classroom, finding time to 
reconvene and meet objectives was often difficult. 
During the first year, the time factor for pre- and post-
class discussions was not an issue. During the past 
year however, the number of distance learning courses 
has increased significantly, so rather than a 30 minute 
open period between classes, there is less than 10 
minutes. This cuts down significantly on student-
faculty interaction after class. We have an indirect 
communication route between faculty and the distance 
learning coordinator. This is problematic when changes 
are needed or problems arise. In addition, the 
facilitators at the remote site are college work-study 
students who are occasionally late or inattentive. The 
distance learning classrooms are kept locked and 
faculty have no access, so if the facilitator cannot make 
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it to class on time the faculty and students are left no 
recourse but to stand in the hall. The faculty have not 
been given additional preparatory time for distance 
learning. It is suggested that prep time be considered 
when planning to provide distance learning to students. 
Improvements 
While evaluation is on-going, we feel we have come a 
long way. In the two years since the inception of 
distance learning, we have added more faculty 
presence at remote sites. We are not at the site for every 
class. This would defeat the purpose of having a remote 
site to begin with. We feel it is vital at the beginning 
of the courses however, to help set the pace and the 
standard for the course. We have attempted to include 
more faculty preparatory time, and now that we have 
completed a full cycle with distance learning we feel 
that we are adjusting well. It has been difficult 
ascertaining whether some of the faculty concerns have 
stemmed from the inception of distance learning, 
semester conversion, or curriculum revision which was 
initiated the second year of the project. More data will 
be needed to see if the impact from semester 
conversion and curriculum revision should be 
considered significant. Faculty have become more 
proficient at technical skills such as the use of ELMO 
and PowerPoint in presentations. We are considering 
a revamping of our course syllabi to bind the material 
and include many of the handouts and PowerPoint 
presentation materials for students to avoid the 
problems associated with handouts. A member of the 
faculty has devised a distance learning newsletter to 
inform students of how to best utilize the resources 
available to them and to include a contractual 
agreement relative to classroom etiquette. 
The statistical data acquired thus far indicates that 
distance learning in the Associate Degree Program at 
CGCC has been successful. Faculty suppositions 
included: there would be an increase in retention from 
Savannah area students because of distance learning 
and that there would be no significant change in the 
NCLEX exam rate for our graduates. The retention 
rate for Savannah students enrolled the program in the 
year before distance learning was 63%. The retention 
rate in 1998 was 94% and 1999 was 93°1<>. These are 
significant changes. Student data indicates that many 
Savannah students felt that they would not have been 
able to complete the program if they had needed to 
commute. The retention rate forthe class of2000 was 
50%. In previous years there have been advance 
placement students whose numbers have had a 
decidedly positive impact on retention. With the advent 
of the revised curriculum, semester conversion, and 
distance learning, this class did not have the additional 
students, which might explain the sudden drop. The 
pass rate for graduates of the ADN program at CGCC 
on NCLEX-RN examination is traditionally high. 
Indeed, the average for the whole class remains at 93-
94% in the last 3 years. The first time pass rate for 
Savannah students has increased from 89% to 95%. 
Implications 
More data is needed to survey the impact of other 
factors on distance learning students. Overall, it 
appears that distance is not a factor in meeting student 
needs. It remains to be seen if retention rates will rise 
and NCLEX-RN pass rates will remain high with 
distance learning students. The technology will 
improve throughout the next few years and our 
expertise will also improve. Distance learning in an 
Associate of Nursing program is not an easy task. The 
benefits to students and faculty, however, make it a 
worthwhile effort. Faculty need to be aware that 
distance learning is not a quick fix for admission, 
retention, and completion. It requires more investment 
of time and resources than other methods and is very 
labor intensive for faculty and student alike. Students 
who are not highly motivated may not be able to make 
the adjustment to the distance learning classroom. 
Faculty and students must be flexible and retain a good 
sense of humor when involved in distance learning. 
The nursing faculty at CGCC feel the result is worth 
the effort. 
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Research in the Classroom Using Online Surveys 
Jane Zahner and Jack Hasling, Jr. 
Valdosta State University 
In this Information Age, the Internet is increasingly 
used to gather and disseminate information. This article 
discusses two uses of online surveys in higher 
education: a) data gathering from students by college 
instructors for the purpose of fonnative evaluation and 
b) online survey construction and use by the students 
themselves in the context of learning research skills. 
Online Surveys for Classroom Assessment 
It is an ongoing challenge to reach out to students and 
gain their input about assignments, quizzes and 
activities. Instructors can use the data to make mid-
course corrections, addressing gaps and generally 
improving their courses. In an online course, it is 
natural to use the technology to gather this information. 
But even in a course delivered in a traditional 
classroom it may be useful to use online survey 
techniques to collect data about the course 
assignments, activities or assessments. 
There are justifiable reasons to use online surveys 
for classroom assessment as well as advantages and 
disadvantages. They are certainly relevant to asking 
classroom assessment questions which concern 
technology use, and necessary for online/distance 
classes. The advantages of the medium include ease 
of modification from survey to survey, with both 
forced-choice items and open-ended responses. The 
survey is delivered instantly to the students and 
returned just as quickly. It is available for the student 
24 hours a day, fitting the schedules of both night owls 
and early risers. Many survey tools compile the data 
for you in tables and graphs suitable for sharing with 
your students. A strong disadvantage, however, is that 
online surveying requires technology expertise of both 
the student and the instructor. 
Currently, students may find this method novel and 
interesting, particularly if they don't have a great deal 
of WWW exposure in the class. However, asking 
students to make the effort to find a computer, go 
through whatever login is necessary, and answer a 
series of questions outside of class may result in a poor 
response rate. If that can be overcome, there may be 
advantages to the separation from the classroom; 
students may reflect more objectively and thoughtfully 
when asked to think about the class from a distance 
without the presence of the instructor. 
But is the instructor perceived as not present? Issues 
of confidentiality and anonymity can be both 
advantages and disadvantages of online surveying. 
Classroom assessment information is sometimes more 
forthcoming if anonymity is assured. Perceptions vary 
greatly among respondents about whether an online 
survey is really anonymous. If online surveys are set 
up to allow anonymous submission, other related issues 
emerge. When actual identity of respondents is not 
verifiable there may be questions about what sample 
of the students is replying and about multiple replies 
allowing for "ballot-stuffing." 
One of the article authors regularly uses a simple 
classroom assessment in introductory classes after the 
first exam of the term. This informal written 
assessment is conducted in-class, with no names 
attached to the results. It is intended to find out what 
the students thought of the exam, how much and what 
material they studied, and how their estimation of the 
grade they thought they would receive matched the 
grade they actually received. During one term two 
similar classes took the same exam and did the same 
classroom assessment. One class did it in the traditional 
manner and the other was instructed to take it online. 
The online group was given detailed written 
instructions for login and submission of the 
assessment. Both groups were assured anonymity. 
The results for the two Introductory Sociology 
courses (which each had approximately 45 students) 
were very "mixed" in terms of comparing the relative 
effectiveness of in-class surveys and online surveys. 
Only 11 students responded online. Those who did 
respond online seemed to be "better" students; i.e., n9 
out of the 11 self-reported either an A or B on the 
exam. Because the instructor wanted to ensure student 
anonymity there was no way to reward those who did 
respond online. The online survey was constructed in 
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course. Students had to follow somewhat extensive 
instructions to login as anonymous guests. These 
barriers likely contributed to the low response rate. 
Of the 38 students who responded to the 
questionnaire in-class, there were a number of findings 
\Vorth reporting for those vvho teach larger introductory 
sections. More students (22) incorrectly estimated the 
grade "they thought they got on the exam" than 
correctly estimated "the grade they actually got" ( 16 
students). One interesting observation about those who 
completed the in-class survey that should serve to 
remind us their limitations: only three students reported 
a grade of Dor F. In reality about 12 students received 
such grades. Finally, the most useful findings for this 
instructor were the responses to the question about 
when students began studying forthe exam. Most (20) 
reported studying 2-3 days before the exam while 7 
reported studying 4 or more days prior to the exam 
and 10 reported studying "the day before." One student 
reported studying the day of the exam. 
While there are no overall conclusions to be drawn 
from this small study, it is safe to say that the instructor 
is going to have to "go back to the books" if he is 
going to make use of online surveys for mid-term 
classroom assessments. He is also going to remain 
wary of using in-class surveys as accurate reports of 
students' descriptions of test scores, study habits and 
other relevant information. 
Online Survey Construction by Students 
Much data gathering in business, government and 
public policy is done using e-mail and web-based 
methods. It makes sense that students, especially in 
the social sciences, should learn about the techniques, 
ethics and pitfalls of online surveying. While the 
concerns of ethical conduct and research issues such 
as reliability, validity and absence of bias are common 
between online and traditional survey design, the new 
technologies bring up additional challenges. It may be 
that the experience of analyzing and comparing what 
these challenges would be in an online environment 
will improve the students' understanding of the 
research issues, whether they ever use online surveys 
for their own research or not. 
Many of the general advantages and disadvantages 
in the above classroom assessment section would be 
appropriate issues for research students thinking about 
using oniine surveys. In the professional world, cost, 
time, availability, ease of modification, speed of 
delivery/return and automatic compilation of data are 
certainly some of the features that are driving the 
explosion in the use of online surveying methods. 
However, confidence in online survey confidentiality 
and assurance of anonymity is lessening as commercial 
interests commonly use data mining techniques and 
consumer attention is drawn to the techniques through 
the media. Major questions addressed in the research 
literature deal with sampling. While many people have 
e-maii addresses, how does the researcher get those 
addresses (for e-mail invitation to a web-based 
survey)? Does the "digital divide" (separating those 
with computer, access and expertise from those 
without) skew the sample? How do you know what 
the population looks like and how do you derive your 
sample from that population? 
One of us directed graduate level Instructional 
Technology students as they constructed an online 
survey within the context of an online course in Needs 
Assessment. The topic of the survey was: "What are 
the student characteristics, skills and resources 
necessary for success in an online class?" The target 
population was graduate students currently taking a 
web-based or web-enhanced course at the university. 
The class discussed various research issues in 
preparation for completion of a required Institutional 
Review for Human Subjects Research. The purposive 
sampling was done by contacting professors who were 
currently teaching web courses via e-mail. The 
professors were asked to forward invitation e-mail to 
their students. The invitation introduced the online 
survey purpose, gave the URL, and invited the students 
to participate. Students were assured in the e-mail that 
their participation would be anonymous and that their 
professors would not be receiving the results. 
As a group, the Needs Assessment class devised 
methods and wrote disclosure and consent agreements 
to include in the survey. The confidentiality issue was 
dealt with by constructing the survey within WebCT 
in a password-protected site. Students could login as 
guests with any identity; no effort was made to keep 
track of the identity of the invited students, nor which 
ones had or had not responded. The weaknesses of 
this research design were discussed as a part of the 
course. 
Overall response on the online survey was quite 
good. The invited population was around I 00; 71 
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usable responses were received. One week was given 
for the response time; nearly all came in within the 
first two days. The Needs Assessment class members 
were enthusiastic about the immediate response, the 
automatic data compilation and the neatly constructed 
graphs and tables of the data. It was a successful class 
project, probably mostly because, unlike the classroom 
assessment survey described earlier in the article, this 
survey was about technology, surveying respondents 
who were involved in technology, constructed by 
students who were studying instructional technology. 
In short, there was a logical and integrated reason to 
use an online survey for this project. 
Online Survey Construction Tips 
There are survey templates or tools available through 
web page design packages like Microsoft FrontPage, 
web courseware software such as WebCT, or from free 
or fee-based sites on the Internet. At the end of this 
article you will find a list of a few of the many sites 
which address online surveying. 
Scantron, long known for bubble-sheets and 
machine-readable test results, has entered the online 
surveying arena with e-Listen. In a presentation at 
Evaluation '99, the annual conference of the American 
Evaluation Association (AWA), Scantron associates 
outlined tips for general design of online surveys and 
online survey questions. Whether you use a template 
or build your own web survey using html code, there 
are a number of design features important for 
readability and usability. Many of these features are 
identical to good design practice in traditional paper-
based surveys, but some are specific to online versions. 
According to the Scantron associates, your survey 
should have a clear informative title, an introduction 
which welcomes respondents and orients them to the 
purpose of the survey, and a conclusion in which you 
thank them and let them know if and how they can get 
access to the results of the survey. There should also 
be a consent agreement, most commonly patterned 
after the software licensing agreement, i.e., responding 
to the survey constitutes agreement with the specified 
consent statement. Items within the consent agreement 
should include age, indications of the usage of the data, 
anonymity protection statement, and any other items 
indicated by the content of the survey or required by 
institutional review boards approval or professional 
ethics principles. Design features specific to online 
surveys include a hit counter and a "date last revised" 
indicator. 
The online survey questions themselves should also 
mirror good standard survey practice. In the AEA 
presentation it was stressed that the first question 
should be connected to the purpose of the survey. 
Objective questions should come before subjective 
questions. The format should be consistent, organized, 
and all on one page with a scroll bar feature. The 
exception to the one page rule is if there is branching, 
with respondents going on various paths. Navigation 
back to the main survey should be obvious and 
foolproof. On each item there should be a way for 
respondents to indicate "not applicable". If "other" is 
a choice, you should allow a write-in area for 
responses. Responses to all items should be mandatory 
for submission of the entire survey, with the item 
default setting "no response." This will aid in 
producing surveys that are complete and usable. 
The presenters described more tips that will make 
online surveys and surveying successful. If invitations 
to take a web-based survey are issued through e-mail, 
you should hotlink the URL within the e-mail address 
directly to the survey. You should also offer alternative 
methods of taking the survey through the mail or e-
mail. They warn to design for older browsers, consider 
connection speeds and above all, pretest extensively. 
Readers who want a recent and somewhat 
comprehensive review of the use of online surveys 
should consult Watt (1999). 
Survey Expertise Sources 
e-Lirten by Scan/nm 
http://www.elisten.com 
Extensive full-service description by the folks who 
brought you the bubble sheet. Offers services ranging 
from advice to survey construction to complete survey 
analysis and reporting. 
Survey Host 
http://www.surveyhost.com 
A survey hosting service by Apian Software. Site 
includes interesting material such as a diagram of Web 
Survey concepts, Web Survey Myths and a decision 
table called "When to Go With a Hosting Service". 
Includes samples. 
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/nj(JPoll 
http:// accesscabl e. net/-infopo ll/Library.htm 
Survey hosting service includes a library of templates 
for Surveys and Polls ranging from customer 
satisfaction to student faculty evaluation. 
Asse.1:rnel 
http ://www.assessnet.com/ 
A broader gateway to web-based learning and 
assessment. Multiple examples of assessment done 
online. 
lnsightExpress 
http ://www. insightexpress. com 
"Before you 'blue sky' it, get consumer feedback". 
This fee-based survey provider also provides you with 
your population designated by the demographics of 
your choice. 
SurveySite 
http ://www.survey.com 
This survey provider is specifically intended to create 
'pop up' surveys to target website visitors. 
Zoomerang 
http://www.zoomerang.com 
Free, can look at examples without registering, must 
register to use, requires you give your e-mail address 
and asks if they can survey you. Calls itself a survey 
clearinghouse. 
Cool Surveys 
http://www.coolsurveys.com 
Free, creates the html code for a one-question survey 
that you can insert into your own website. 
QuietP!ease 
http://www.quizplease.com 
Not free. Website selling software that creates 
multimedia/interactive tests and quizzes which are 
then marked and emailed to the instrnctor. 
Examples for view. 
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